SVOBODA
POST-COVID
RESIDENTAL
COMPLEX
The pandemic has changed the situation in
the world, our lives, our vision of future. People
lost their freedom in many ways. In
communication, movement, travelling.
This project provides not only saving and
using all the opportunities we had before
Covid-19 but development of alternative ways
of cohabitation, travelling and maintaining
healthy lifestyle, physical and mental health. It
gives people freedom that in Russia means
SVOBODA.
The project represents the system of
temporary housing, hotel for health support,
and modular living cell. A person can choose
the type of housing basing on his needs at the
moment. Maybe it’s a rest and health
improvement or maybe it’s broadening his
mind, exploring new places, being closer to
nature without any break from work or
studying.

THE SYSTEM
The system of living represents the
wellness maintaining residential complex
intended for a pro term life and improving
your health. A person can get just a
capsule or a suit with a capsule included.

Imagine if People can move everywhere
they want without any limits even during
lockdown. Sounds unbelievable, right? In
fact they can not only move but travel.
They can discover new places where
they would never stayed at.
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They have a spectrum of choice where to
live. That what we call freedom. Of what
everyone felt the lack of during the
pandemic. That’s our proposal. Not the
residential complex but feeling free.

KAPLYA
"KAPLYA" ( rus.- a drop) is an eco-capsule for
unlimited life. For a human to feel free again without
any boundaries. You don’t have to share any space
with anyone, no one can bother you and your
privacy. Or on the contrary you can finally meet your
friends or family somewhere unusual. Place you
haven’t ever seen before. It’s all up to you.
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The capsule KAPLYA ( ru.tr.- a drop)
provides a man with a bed, working
space, toilet and changing scenery view.
KAPLYA walks while you are working. It
gives you an opportunity to travel and
explore new places, meet friends and go
out. In other words, your bed or
workspace turns into a car.
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KAPLYA
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